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IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF 
ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 
FOR APPROVAL OF NET METERING COST 
SHIFT SOLUTION. 

DOCKET NO. E-0 1345A- 13-0248 

STAFF’S BRIEF PURSUANT TO 
APRIL 28,2015 PROCEDURAL ORDER 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

The Utilities Division Staff (“Staff’) of the Arizona Corporation Commission 

(“Commission”) hereby files its Initial Brief on whether the issues raised in Arizona Public Service 

Company’s (“APS” or “Company”) April 2, 2015 Motion’ to Reset its Lost Fixed Cost Recovery 

(“LFCR”) mechanism need to be decided in a rate case. 

APS, in its Application, seeks to reset its LFCR mechanism to further address the issue of 

cross-subsidization of customers with net-metered Distributed Generation (“DG”) systems by 

customers without such systems. It is Staffs position that the Commission may lawfully process 

APS’s Application outside a rate case. While APS’s Application does not require a rate case, 

processing the Application for LFCR reset outside a rate case will do little to further the ultimate 

solution to these difficult issues. Decision No. 74202 suggests that this issue is better addressed in a 

rate case because continued resets to the LFCR will not fix the underlying rate design issues. The 

Company intends to file its next rate case in the second quarter of 2016. Staff believes that this 

matter should be addressed then where these issues can be addressed in a more holistic and 

comprehensive fashion. Staff has consistently taken the position since this matter was first raised, 

that these issues can be most effectively resolved in a rate case. In the end, the Commission has the 

discretion to decide how best to process the issues raised in APS’s filing. 

Although styled as a motion, Staff believes that APS’s filing should be treated as an application. 
Staffs position is supported by the April 28, 2015, procedural order which finds that summary 
disposition of this matter is not appropriate. 
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[I. BACKGROUND. 

On April 2,2015, APS filed a motion requesting that its LFCR be adjusted from $.70 per kW 

:o $3 per kW, effective August 1,2015. For the average DG system of 7 kW, this would equate to 

E21 per month? Currently, DG customers pay approximately $5.00 per month for a 7 kW system. 

On July 15, 2013, the Company filed an Application for approval of a Net Metering Cost 

Shift Solution (“Initial Application”). APS’ s Initial Application stated that the Company sought a 

solution to the cross-subsidization of customers with net metered DG systems by customers without 

such systems. The problem was discussed in Finding of Fact 21 of Decision No. 74202: 

With increasing levels of DG penetration, the potential of shifting costs from 
customers with DG systems to those customers without such systems becomes 
apparent. As more customers offset a portion of their monthly bills by using energy 
produced by their DG systems, they purchase less energy from the utility. Because 
residential rates are typically designed to recover much of the utility’s fixed costs 
through volumetric energy rates, DG customers effectively pay less of these fixed 
costs. The additional fixed costs then must be picked up by non-DG customers either 
through higher energy rates or through other mechanisms such as APS’s Lost Fixed 
Cost Recovery mechanism (“LFCR”). The magnitude and significance of this cost 
shift increases as more and more DG systems are added to the utility’s system. 
However, base rates are not changed until the utility’s next rate case. Therefore, for 
systems installed after APS’s last test year (2010)’ the cost shift has not yet occurred 
(except for that in the LFCR). 

APS proposed two possible solutions in its Initial Application: 1) take service under APS’s 

:xisting ECT-2 rate and use Net Metering (“NM’) (“the NM Option”), or 2) take full requirements 

service under the customer’s existing rate and receive a bill credit for 100 percent of the DG system’s 

xoduction at a market-based price for power (the “Bill Credit Opti~n”) .~ The Commission found 

:hat most of the rate design proposals put forward by the Company would need to be addressed in a 

‘ate case.4 However, the Commission found that an interim LFCR DG adjustment accounted for 

hough APS’s LFCR mechanism was appropriate to address the cost shift from APS’s residential 

3G customers to APS’s residential non DG  customer^.^ The adjustment was to be done in a revenue 

ieutral manner by reducing the amount of lost fixed costs APS must collect from residential non-DG 

:ustomers. 6 

~ ~ ~~ 

! APS APP. at 4. 
I 

! Id., FOF 56. 
’ Id., FOF 80. 
’ Id. 

Decision No. 74202 at 4, FOF 15. 
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A P S  states that it filed its current Motion to Reset the LFCR under the framework of Decision 

No. 74202.’ In response to APS’s April 2,2015, Application, on April 17,2015, Staff recommended 

that APS withdraw its April 2, 20 15, filing so that the Commission could consider the matters more 

holistically in a rate case.’ If APS was not inclined to withdraw its Application, Staff requested that a 

briefing schedule be established on the issue of whether dismissal was appropriate? On April 23, 

2015, APS filed a response to Staffs Request stating that it declined to withdraw its Motion to 

Reset.” 

Several other parties including the Residential Utility Consumer Office (“RUCO”), The 

Alliance for Solar Choice (“TASC”), and Western Resource Advocates (“WRA”) also filed 

comments on APS’s Motion. RUCO stated that it believed a rate case is where the net metering 

issues will need to be addressed for the long term, and although RUCO recommends the Commission 

act on APS’s motion, it would support a determination to defer the matter to APS’s next rate case.” 

WRA opposes APS’s request to increase the LFCR adjustment again and argues that any reallocation 

of fixed costs should occur in a rate case.12 TASC requested that APS’s filing be dismissed, stating 

that the issues raised are properly considered in a rate case. l3 

On April 28,2015, the ALJ issued a procedural order establishing a briefing schedule on the 

issue of whether any portion of APS’s Application had to be addressed in a rate case. The Procedural 

Order required the parties to file initial briefs by May 22,2015, and reply briefs by June 5,2015. 

111. DISCUSSION. 

A. 

Some parties argue that APS’s Application amounts to single issue ratemaking which is not 

allowed under Arizona law.I4 These parties typically rely upon the Scates case. Is They may go so 

The Commission May Lawfully Process APS’s Application Outside A Rate Case. 

APS App. At 2:3. ’ StaffRequest for Proc. Schedule at 3:14-15. 
Id at 3: 18-20. 

lo APS Resp. at 3. 
l 1  RUCO Resp. at 1 (April 17,2015). 
l2 WRA Resp. at 4 (April 2 1’20 15). 
l3 TASC Resp. at 24:15-17 (April 21,2015). 
l4  See TASC Resp. at 5. 
l5 Scates v. Arizona Corporation Commission, 118 Ariz. 53 1, 578 P.2d 612 (Ariz.App.1978). 
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far as to suggest that a rate case is required every time the Commission changes rates. Scates does 

not stand for this proposition. That case focuses upon the requirements of Article XV, Section 14 of 

the Arizona Constitution, which pertains to determining fair value rate base: 

We.. .hold that the Commission was without authority to increase the rate without any 
consideration of the overall impact of that rate increase upon the return of . . .[the 
utility], and withoy:, as specifically required by our law, a determination of ...[ the 
utility’s] rate base. 

The Scates court was careful to make clear that a full rate case is not required for every increase in 

rates.17 The court noted that “[tlhere may well be exceptional situations in which the Commission 

may authorize partial rate increases without requiring” a full rate case.18 

The LFCR adjustment mechanism was established as part of the Company’s last rate case.” 

Where a mechanism is adopted in the context of a rate case as part of a utility’s rate structure, rate 

adjustments achieved through that mechanism have been found to satisfy constitutional 

requirements.2o Additionally, APS maintains that the changes are revenue neutral and the process 

was designed to ensure revenue neutrality.21 Under the circumstances presented by APS’s 

Application, the Commission is not required to address this matter in a full rate case. 

B. Although APS’s Application Does Not Require A Rate Case, Processing It Outside A 
Rate Case Will Limit The Commission’s Options For Addressing The Issues Raised. 

APS’s Application identifies the need for fundamental changes to its rate design. APS’s rates 

are designed to recover a significant portion of the Company’s fixed costs through volumetric (kWh) 

rates. In an environment where kWh sales decline, the Company will very likely experience an 

under-recovery of fixed costs. This phenomenon was anticipated in APS’s last rate case, wherein the 

LFCR was established. This mechanism allows APS to track and recover certain identifiable lost 

fixed costs, which would otherwise be unrecovered. 

l6  Id. at 537,578 P.2d at 618. 
l7 Id. 
l8 Id. 
l9 Decision No. 73 183. 
2o Id. at 535,578 P.2d at 616. 
21 Allowing multiple reset proceedings in one year could result in a small revenue increase until an 

adjustment is made in the next reset proceeding. However, the amount of revenue increase is 
minimal and, in Staffs opinion, could be trued-up in a subsequent reset. 
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In Decision No. 74202, the Commission determined that a disproportionate share of the LFCR 

was being borne by non-DG customers.22 The Commission adopted the $.70 per kWh charge to 

ddress these issues, but acknowledged that a rate case would be necessary to finally resolve the 

n a ~ ~ e r . ~ ~  

Staff believes that the issues raised in APS’s Application are best addressed in a rate case. 

While APS’s requested relief does not require a rate case, Staff believes that processing the 

4pplication outside a rate case will do little to resolve the larger issue which APS itself 

icknowledges is one which is in need of a much broader inquiry and remedy in the Company’s next 

:ate case. 

A P S  acknowledges that “resolving the cost shift for the long term and creating a sustainable 

future for all types of customer-sited technologies requires updating rate design in APS’s rate case in 

I manner that is fair for all customers.’924 As Staff has stated in response to similar applications of 

ither utilities, the recovery of fixed costs is fundamentally a rate design issue. Some possible 

solutions may include instituting a higher monthly minimum charge, applying a demand charge, 

introducing new rate schedules, and many other possibilities. The solution adopted in a rate case 

:ould address these issues for all customers where under-recovery of fixed costs is an issue, such as 

mergy efficiency, as opposed to just rooftop solar customers. The issues are clearly best handled in a 

rate case where the Commission has a much larger tool chest to address the type of complex rate 

iesign issues raised in APS’s Application. 

Handling this issue in a rate case will also promote efficiency and conserve Staff and 

Commission resources. APS intends to file its next rate case in the second quarter of 2016. The 

Commission should address this issue in that rate case. 

C. The Commission Has The Discretion To Decide How Best To Process The Issues 
Raised In APS’s Filing. 

In its response to Staffs Request for Procedural Order, APS states that “the decision to afford 

non-DG customers additional interim relief is one of policy” which is “best left to the 

12 Decision No. 74202 at 25, FOF 99 and 96. 
l3 Decision No. 74202 at 29. 
14 APS’s Mot. at 7. 
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20mmission.”~~ Staff agrees with APS that the Commission has the discretion to determine how best 

:o proceed with APS’s Application. This discretion encompasses whether to proceed at all at this 

:ime or whether to address it in the Company’s upcoming rate case.26 

APS offers several reasons why the Commission should address the issue now. First, the 

Zompany states that “the real issue underlying APS’s Motion - and the one that APS believes should 

inform the procedural framework of this proceeding - is one of timing and fairness”27 However, the 

Zompany does not give any indication why this particular rate design issue is more urgent than other 

:ypical rate case issues. Rate designs for large companies such as APS typically contain many rates 

md customer classes which are subsidized to some extent by other customer classes and rates. 

As noted by Staff in the proceeding leading up to Decision No. 74202: 

[Dluring general rate cases and as part of the rate design process, it is common 
practice to analyze matters of cost-shifts and cross-subsidizations within individual 
rate classes. Some rate designs commonly utilize subsidies to promote various public 
policy goals. The discount provided to low-income customers is a classic example of 
this intentional cross-subsidy. Another common example is the subsidy given to rural 
customers at the expense of urban customers to cover the higher cost of service to the 
more dispersed rural customers. Staff believes that the cross-subsidy discussed in the 
instant Application has explicit public policy considerations, an$ therefore would be 
most appropriately addressed in the setting of a general rate case. 

The Company has already received its LFCR reset for 2015,29 and it offers no compelling 

reason for the Commission to grant an additional reset for the same year. The Company cites to the 

proliferation of DG systems and the allegedly alarming rate at which non-DG customers are 

subsidizing DG customers. However, if another 7,800 systems were installed in 2015, the yearly cost 

shift associated with these systems according to APS would be $6.3 million. Further, as Staff noted 

in the proceeding leading up to Decision No. 74202, for systems installed after APS’s last test year 

(2010), the cost shift has not yet occurred (except for that in the LFCR). See Decision No. 74202 

at 6. It is unlikely that this alleged cost shift is of such a magnitude that it must be addressed at this 

25 APS Resp. at 3 (April 23,2015). 
26 Accordingly, APS’s April 23,2015 Responses at 3. (“A decision to forgo action on the cost shift 

27 Id. at 2. 
28 Decision No. 74202 at 9, FOF 33. 
29 Decision No. 74994. 

now would be one of policy, not law.”) 
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ime and outside of the Company’s next rate case, which APS intends to file in the second quarter of 

!016, using a 20 15 test year?’ 

APS cites the concept of “gradualism” as supporting fbrther relief at this jun~ture.~’ The 

2ompany also states that fairly allocating fixed costs now will provide more flexibility in APS’s next 

sate case?2 Both of these arguments assume that adopting APS’s proposed grid access charge 

:thereby decreasing the economic benefits for customers to install solar facilities) is the right first 

step. It may not be. In a rate case, there may well be a way to achieve the twin goals of fair 

ipportionment of fixed costs and retention of incentives for solar. A rate case would give the 

Clommission many more options as it seeks to resolve these difficult issues. 

The Company’s reasons in support of another LFCR reset at this time are not compelling. 

The Commission should address the issue holistically in the Company’s next rate case. 

[V. CONCLUSION. 

Based upon the foregoing, Staff requests that the Commission dismiss APS’s Application 

Jvithout prejudice, and address the issues raised by APS in the Company’s 2016 rate case where the 

issues can be addressed in a more holistic and balanced fashion. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 22”d day of May, 2015. +a*&# Maureen A. Scott, Senior Staff C o u n u  

Wesley C. Van Cleve, Attorney 
Janet F. Wagner, Assistant Chief Counsel 
Legal Division 
Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 
(602) 542-3402 

Original and thirteen (1 3) copies of the 
Foregoing filed this 22”d day of May, 201 5, 
with: 

Docket Control 
Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 

” See APS Data Resp. 3.4 attached at Ex. A. 

” Id. 
APS Mot. to Reset at 8. 
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Copy of the foregoing emailed and/or mailed 
this 22nd day of May, 20 15 to: 

Thomas A. Loquvam 
Pinnacle West Capital Corporation 
400 North 5* Street, MS 8695 
Phoenix, Arizona 85004 
Attorney for Arizona Public Service Company 
thomas.loquvam@pinnaclewest.com; 

Lewis M. Levenson 
1308 East Cedar Lane 
Payson, Arizona 85541 
equality@,centurylink.net 

Anne Smart, Executive Director 
Alliance for Solar Choice 
45 Fremont Street, 32"d Floor 
San Francisco, California 94 105 
anne@,allianceforsolarchoice.com 

Garry D. Hays 
Law Offices of Garry D. Hays, P.C. 
1702 East Highland Avenue, Suite 204 
Phoenix, Arizona 850 16 
Attorney for Arizona Solar Deployment 
Alliance 
phays@lawgdh.com 

Greg Patterson 
916 West Adams, Suite 3 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 
Attorney for Arizona Competitive Power 
Alliance 
greg@,azcpa.org - 

Patty Ihle 
304 East Cedar Mill Road 
Star Valley, Arizona 85541 
apattvwac k@, y ahoo . corn 

Michael W. Patten 
Jason Gellman 
Snell & Wilmer LP 
One Arizona Center 
400 East Van Buren, Suite 1900 
Phoenix, Arizona 85004 
Attorneys for Tucson Electric Power 
Company and UNS Electric, Inc. 

mpatten@,swlaw.com 
igellman@swlaw.com 
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Bradley S. Carroll 
Tucson Electric Power Company 
88 East Broadway Boulevard, MS HQE910 
Post Office Box 71 1 
Tucson, Arizona 85702 
bcarroll@,tep.com 

Daniel W. Pozefsky, Chief Counsel 
Residential Utility Consumer Office 
1 110 West Washington, Suite 220 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 
dpozefsky@,azruco.gov 

John Wallace 
Grand Canyon State Electric Cooperative 

22 10 South Priest Drive 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 
j wallace@,gcseca.coop 

Association, Inc. 

Court S. Rich 
Rose Law Group PC 
66 13 North Scottsdale Road, Suite 200 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85250 
Attorney for Solar Energy Industries 
Association 
crich@,roselawmoup.com 

Todd G. Glass 
Keene M. O'Connor 
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, PC 
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 500 
Seattle, Washington 98 104 
Attorneys for Solar Energy Industries 
tglass@,wsgr.com 

Hugh L. Hallman 
Hallman & Affiliates, PC 
201 1 North Campo Alegre Road 
Suite 100 
Tempe, Arizona 85281 
Attorney for The Alliance for Solar Choice 
hallmanlawG3pobox.com 

Timothy M. Hogan 
Arizona Center for Law in the Public Interest 
202 East McDowell Road, Suite 153 
Phoenix, Arizona 85003 
Attorney for Western Resource Advocates 
thog;an@,aclpi.org 

mailto:equality@,centurylink.net
mailto:anne@,allianceforsolarchoice.com
mailto:phays@lawgdh.com
mailto:greg@,azcpa.org
mailto:mpatten@,swlaw.com
mailto:igellman@swlaw.com
mailto:bcarroll@,tep.com
mailto:dpozefsky@,azruco.gov
mailto:crich@,roselawmoup.com
mailto:tglass@,wsgr.com
http://hallmanlawG3pobox.com
mailto:thog;an@,aclpi.org
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David Berry 
Western Resource Advocates 
Post Office Box 1064 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85252- 1064 
David.berry@,westernresources.org 

Kristin K. Mayes 
3030 North 3rd Street, Suite 200 
Phoenix, Arizona 850 12 
Attorney for Solar Energy Industries 
Association 
kmaves@krismaveslaw.com 

Giancarlo G. Estrada 
Kamper, Estrada and Simmons, LLP 
3030 North 3rd Street, Suite 770 
Phoenix, Arizona 85012 
4ttorney for Solar Energy Industries 
Association 

3estrada@lawphx.com 

Kevin Fox 
5rica M. Schroeder 
rim Lindl 
<eyes, Fox & Wiedman, LLP 
C36 14' Street, Suite 1305 
Iakland, California 946 12 
;fox@kfwlaw.com 
:schroeder@kfwlaw.com 
lindl@,kfwlaw.com 

dark Holohan, Chairman 
lrizona Solar Energy Industries Association 
! 122 West Lone Cactus Drive, Suite 2 
'hoenix, Arizona 85027 
odd@,arizonasolarindus try. org 

N.R. Hansen, President 
;un City West Property Owners and 
Residents Association 
3815 Camino Del Sol 
lun City West, Arizona 85375 

ilbert E. Gervenack 
475 1 West Buttonwood Drive 
lun City West, Arizona 85373 
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